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A Descript ion Oriented Logic for Building Knowledge 
Bases 
GIUSEPPE ATTARDI and MARIA SIMI 
 
 We discuss the advantages of using a logic system for knowledge 

representat ion which is based on descript ions, rather than predicates, 
and which embodies two fundamental ideas for structuring knowledge 
that are dist il led from semant ic networks and frame based languages: 
inheritance and att ribut ions. Taxonomic reasoning on a lat t ice of 
descript ions combined with deduct ion st rategies defined at the 
metalevel provides the knowlegde base with the capability to deal with 
complex  problem solving tasks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The abilit y to represent  knowledge is often considered 
essent ial to build systems with reasoning capabilit ies. We 
discuss the advantages of using a logic system for knowledge 
representat ion which is based on descript ions, rather than 
predicates, and which includes some fundamental st ructuring 
capabilit ies. 

Examining the most common knowledge representat ion 
formalisms, we not ice the following. 

 
Among systems with sound logical foundat ions, Horn clause 
systems like Prolog, compared to systems based on full 
predicate logic, t rade expressiveness of language for a 
more t ractable proof procedure. 
Frame based languages concentrate on epistemological 
adequacy and st ructuring mechanisms but  deduct ive 
capabilit ies are either ill defined or procedurally defined. 
The same is t rue for object- or iented languages. 
 
Omega embodies two ideas for st ructuring knowledge that  

are dist illed from semant ic networks and frame based 
languages: inheritance and at tr ibut ions.  The result ing 
language is simple and understandable, yet  it  retains the full 
power of the predicate calculus or of a simple set  theory. 

The logic of Omega has been provided with a formal 
semant ics and has been proved to be sound and consistent  
[At tardi and Simi 81b]. 

Current  work on Omega is pursuing these fundamental lines 
of invest igat ion:  taxonomic reasoning, knowledge base 
funct ionalit ies and metalevel t ransfer. 
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Several knowledge representat ion systems have been based 
on creat ing and maintaining taxonomic structures of concepts. 
The use of such taxonomies has been usually either delegated 
to specif ic procedures supplied by the user [Brachman and 
Schmolze 85, Mylopoulos and Wong 1980], or limited to very 
simple tasks as determining where to f ind at tr ibutes, values or 
propert ies of frames (e.g. KEE [Fikes and Kehler 85]. 

These frame- based representat ion systems often resort  to 
hybrid solut ions where a frame structur ing facil it y is combined 
with either a procedural language (e.g. LOOPS [Stefik et  al. 83]) 
or a product ion system (e.g. KEE). Most  of the reasoning is 
performed by means of such addit ional components. 

Omega explores the idea of taxonomic reasoning, that  is to 
base all reasoning on t raversal/ instant iat ion of the latt ice of 
descript ions. All knowledge in Omega is represented in a 
single lat t ice: from factual knowledge, to general rules, to 
dependencies and constraints. When a descript ion needs to be 
accessed to answer a problem, all relevant  and related facts 
and assert ions can be found direct ly connected to it . Heavy use 
is made of marker propagat ion algorithms when t raversing the 
network, to establish when a solut ion has been found or to 
determine when the search has run into a cyclic path. For a 
more detailed account of the techniques of taxonomic 
reasoning we refer to [Attardi et  al. 1986]. 

We take the view that  complex  problem solving tasks should 
be addressed dist inguishing a knowledge base component  and 
a methodological component . The methodological component 
is what dr ives the problem solving task, by issuing queries to 
the knowledge base, act ing and interact ing with the external 
word. This component can be considered by and large 
algorithmical in nature. The knowledge base on the other hand 
is where deduct ion takes place, applying deduct ion rules to 
find answers. 

Taxonomic reasoning is what  provides the knowledge base 
with the fundamental reasoning capabilit ies, on top of which 
more sophist icated st rategies can be programmed to handle 
complex  problem solving tasks. Rather than being able to 
perform arbit rary complex  theorem proving tasks, an Omega 
knowledge base is expected to be able to provide immediate 
answers to elementary quest ions, of the kind that  humans 
solve with no effort . The deduct ion is performed t raversing the 
lat t ice, but it  is controlled by user specified st rategies which 
determine which part  of the lat t ice to consider, and how to 
move around it . 

To tailor reasoning strategies to specif ic applicat ions, 
strategies can be programmed in the metalanguage of Omega. 

Metalanguage is also used as a foundat ion for the viewpoint 
mechanism. A viewpoint  is a collect ion of  statements 
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represent ing the assumpt ions of a theory. Mult iple viewpoints 
provide the ability to handle different  situat ions arising either 
from hypothet ical reasoning or for evolut ion over t ime of 
situat ions, as well as reasoning about beliefs. A formal 
discussion of viewpoints appears in [6]. 

The ability to manufacture a metadescript ion out  of any 
descript ion provides a mean to Omega for accessing its 
internal st ructure, for instance to interrogate the system about 
the concepts that  are present , or to examine and explore the 
goal st ructure that  has been generated in the course of a 
deduct ion, for the purpose of generat ing an explanat ion of the 
conclusion. 

The design of Omega has its origins in the studies 
performed at  MIT Art ificial Intelligence Laboratory on the 
languages AMORD [11], Ether [15], and Omega itself [4, 5, 17]. 

Omega is also used as Knowledge Representat ion system in 
a couple of Esprit  projects, and in part icular in Project  P440 on 
"Message Passing Architectures and Descript ion Systems". 

In the following sect ion we present  an informal int roduct ion 
to the language and the ax iomat ic theory of Omega. In sect ion 
3 we will discuss how an Omega knowledge base can be 
organized and how deduct ion can be implemented. 

II. THE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE OMEGA 

Omega is a logic system, which consists of a language, an 
axiom system and a set  of inference rules. In this sect ion we 
informally int roduce the language by means of examples. 
Occasionally some axiom will be presented to clar ify certain 
propert ies of descript ions. 

A. Descript ions 

The simplest  kind of descript ion is the individual 
descript ion, like: 

Boston 

or 

3 

Here "Boston" and "3" are names describing individual 
ent it ies. 

An instance descript ion is the basic indefinite descript ion: it  
is meant to represent  a collect ion of individuals. For instance 

(a City) 

or 

(an Integer) 

represent  the collect ion of individuals in the class of cit ies 
and of integers.1 

The descript ion operators and, or and not , interpreted as 
set  intersect ion, union and complement respect ively, allow one 

                                                           
1 The fact  that  the singular form is used should not  mislead 
the reader. An indefinite descript ion like (a City) does not  
represent  an unspecif ied element of the class of cit ies, but  
rather the whole collect ion of cit ies. 

to build more complex descript ions, like in the following 
examples:  

(t rue or false) 

(an Even- Number) and (not  zero) 

Special descript ions are Nothing and Something, denot ing 
the empty set  and the universe respect ively. 

B. Statements 

The most elementary sentence in Omega is a predicat ion. A 
predicat ion relates a subject  to a predicate by the relat ion is. 
For instance the predicat ion 

Boston is (a City) 

is understood to assert  that  the individual named Boston 
belongs to the class of cit ies. 

Predicat ion can be used to relate arbitrary descript ions. For 
instance the sentence: 

(a Human) is (a Mortal) 

states the fact  that  any individual of class human is also an 
individual of class mortal. 

Note that  descript ions can consistent ly be interpreted as 
sets of individuals (singletons in case of individual 
descript ions), and is as the subset  relat ion among sets. 

One of  the fundamental propert ies of the relat ion is is 
transit ivity, that  allows one to conclude for instance that  

Socrates is (a Mortal) 

from 

Socrates is (a Human) 

and 

(a Human) is (a Mortal) 

Descript ions form a boolean latt ice, induced by the part ial 
ordering relat ion is. The bot tom of the latt ice is the descript ion 
Nothing, a special constant  which plays the role of the null 
ent ity. The top of the latt ice is the descript ion Something, 
another special constant  which represents the most generic, 
universal descript ion. 

Composite statements can be built  by combining 
statements with the logical connect ives ∧, ∨, ¬ and →, as in: 

Tom is ((a Cat ) or (a Dog)) ∧ ¬(Tom is (a Dog)) → 

 Tom is (a Cat ) 

The difference between descript ion operators and statement 
connect ives is illust rated by the following examples: 

(t rue ∧ false) is false 

(t rue and false) is Nothing 

Since t rue, false are two individuals, represent ing the 
boolean constants, in the latter sentence "(t rue and false)" is a 
descript ion denot ing the intersect ion of two disjoint  sets, 
therefore it  is equivalent  to Nothing. 
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C. Attr ibut ions 

An instance descript ion can have at tribut ions attached to it ; 
this serves the purpose of specializing a class by describing 
some of its propert ies. 

For example, in: 

(a Car (with colour red)) 

the at tr ibut ion (with colour red) restricts the descript ion to 
represent  just  those cars which have color red. Here "color" is 
an at tr ibute name for the concept  "car", and "red" is the 
corresponding at tr ibute. 

Att ribut ions provide also a mean to relate descript ions, as 
for instance in: 

my- car is (a Car (with owner (an Italian))) 

The at tr ibute "owner" establishes a relat ionship between 
my- car and an Italian who is it s owner. 

Att ribut ions embed a form of ex istent ial quant if icat ion; the 
previous example should indeed be read as saying that  there 
exists an individual, who is an Italian, who is the owner of my-
car. 

According to this semant ics, when the value of an at t r ibute 
is Nothing, the whole descript ion collapses to Nothing (ax iom 
of st r ictness. For example: 

(a Car (with owner Nothing)) is Nothing 

This property provides a way to perform type checking or to 
discover inconsistencies in values of at t ributes. If  we wanted to 
describe the set  of cars with no owner, we would say instead: 

(a Car) and not  (a Car (with owner Something)) 

Predicate logic expresses relat ionships of this kind by 
means of predicates. The relat ional data base model in 
computer science uses a similar concept of relat ions indexed 
by att ribute names. The semant ics of both Predicate Logic and 
relat ional databases depend on the fact  that  relat ions or 
predicates have a f ixed number of arguments. In Omega 
att ributes can be added or omit ted from a descript ion, with no 
f ixed limit . By adding one at t r ibut ion we obtain a more specif ic 
descript ion, i.e. we rest rict  it s extension; omitt ing an 
att ribut ion we obtain a more general descr ipt ion. So for 
instance, according to the ax iom of Omission: 

(a Car (with owner (an Italian)) (with make VW)) is 
 (a Car (with owner (an Italian))) 

Omega provides the capability to supply knowledge in an 
incremental fashion. Therefore Omega handles part ial 
descr ipt ions and incremental ref inement of concepts is 
possible. For example we can say: 

(a Car) is (a Car (with number- of- weels 4)) 

and later assert : 

(a Car) is (a Car (with owner (a Person)) 

By the ax iom of merging the following can be concluded: 

(a Car) is (a Car (with number- of- weels 4)  

    (with owner (a Person))) 

Propert ies or att ributes are to be considered always relat ive 
to a concept, and not  as propert ies of an individual. In other 
words, an individual may have some at tributes when it  is 
considered as member of a class and different  at tributes as 
member of another class.  It  follows that  att ributes are not 
allowed to migrate from one concept  to another as it  is the 
case with most  knowledge representat ion systems [12, 20, 18, 
10], thus avoiding conflicts generated by homonymous 
at tr ibutes and mult iple inheritance.  Therefore the relat ion is 
among classes does not  mean that  att ributes of the superclass 
are also at t r ibutes of the subclass. If  this is the case it  can be 
explicit ly stated as in: 

(a Student (with age = x)) is (a Person (with age = x)) 

where ident if iers start ing with "= " denote universally 
quant if ied var iables. Nevertheless all the funct ionalit y of the 
tradit ional inheritance mechanism is provided. We will 
illustrate this with an example. 

Most  knowledge representat ion system provide two 
inheritance relat ions: IS- A among classes and INSTANCE- OF 
between a class and its instances. So for example one would 
describe the class of  cars, or rather the concept of a car, as 
follows: 

 
CAR: 
   Number_of_weels: 4 
   engine: faulty or not- faulty 
   colour: red or black or blue 
RED- Car IS- A CAR 
   colour: red 
MY- CAR INSTANCE- OF CAR 
   colour: red 
   engine: faulty. 
 
A red car, described by the concept RED- CAR, would inherit  

from CAR its at tr ibutes. The same is true for MY- CAR. 
Therefore the inheritance mechanism allows one to deduce, for 
example, that  the number of weels of MY- CAR is 4. 

In Omega the same example is expressed as follows: 

(a Car) is (a Car (with number- of- weels 4) 
(with engine (faulty or not- faulty))                         
(with colour (red or black or blue))) 

(a Red- Car) is (a Car (with colour red)) 

my- car is (a Car (with colour red) 
  (with engine faulty)) 

Reasoning according to the axioms and inference rules of 
Omega, we could deduce: 

my- car is (a Car (with number- of- weels 4) 
(with engine faulty) 
(with colour red)) 

More precisely the ax ioms used are Omission, Transit ivity 
and Merging. 
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Note however that  redefinit ion is not  allowed in subclasses 
but  only refinement of at tr ibute values. For some of the 
problems related to overriding or cancellat ions of propert ies in 
frame based languages see [7]. 

Several individual descript ions are allowed as att ributes for 
the same att ribute name, as in: 

(a Car (with dr iver John) (with driver Jane)) 

As a consequence it  seems convenient  to int roduce a 
notat ion for att ribut ions allowing a unique individual value for 
the at tr ibute, like for example in the at tr ibute mother of a 
person. We call this kind of att ribut ions project ive. We will 
express this fact  by using an att ribut ion of type with- unique. 
So we will say: 

(a Person (with- unique mother Sarah)) 

In addit ion a notat ion will be int roduced for constraining 
values for the att ribute, like for example when we want to 
describe a person who owns just  american cars. For this 
purpose we introduce the with- every type of at tribut ions. 

(a Driver (with- every car (an American- car))) 

For with- unique and with- every a stronger ax iom than 
merging ex ists, to recompose part ial descr ipt ions. For 
example: 

(a Person (with- unique mother Sarah) 
(with mother (a Doctor))) is 
    (a Person (with mother Sarah and (a Doctor))) 

(a Product  (with- every factor1 (an Integer)) 

         (with factor12)) is 

    (a Product  (with- every factor1 (an Integer)) 

             (with factor12 and (an Integer))) 

Despite the proliferat ion of the notat ion, it  turns out  
however that  there is only one prim it ive kind of at tr ibut ion. 
The other types of at tribut ions have been defined in terms of 
the prim it ive one and their propert ies derived as theorems. 

The primit ive type of att ribut ion is called of  and its formal 
semant ics is given in terms of n- ary relat ions. A semant ic 
funct ion associates to a concept a n- ary relat ion; for example 
the set  of tuples of the relat ion associated to the concept 
"Product" could be: 

< 0 < factor1 0>  < factor2 0> >  

< 0 < factor1 0>  < factor2 1> >  

< 0 < factor1 0>  < factor2 2> >  

… 
< 1 < factor1 1>  < factor2 1> >  

< 2 < factor1 2>  < factor2 1> >  

< 2 < factor1 1>  < factor2 2> >  

< 3 < factor1 3>  < factor2 1> >  

< 3 < factor1 1>  < factor2 3> >  

… 

where the f irst  number in each tuple is the product  of the 
second and third numbers. 

In this case, the denotat ion of (a Product) would be all 
integers, in fact  any integer number can be the result  of a 
product . The denotat ion of (a Product  (of  factor1 2)) will be 

instead the set  of even numbers, in fact  only even numbers can 
be obtained as the result  of a product  in which one of the 
factors is 2. 

The with kind of at tr ibut ion, corresponding to binary 
relat ions, is defined as a special case: 

(a c (with a δ)) same  (a c (of  a δ)) 

where "same" is defined as is in both direct ions. 
In addit ion, with- unique and with- every are with 's with 

addit ional constraints. 

D.  Variables 

The use of descript ion variables enables general facts to be 
asserted. For example, from: 

(a Teacher (with subject  = x)) is (an Expert  (with field = x)) 

one can deduce that : 

(a Teacher (with subject  music)) is (an Expert  (with field 
music)) 

An interest ing example is the following: 

((= a is (a Natural)) ∧ 
 (0 is = a) ∧  (= n is = a) → 
 ((a Successor (with- unique pred = n)) is = a)) → 

  ((a Natural) is = a) 

This statement  is a formulat ion of the full second order 
induct ion principle for natural numbers. It  can be read as 
follows: if = a is a set  of numbers containing 0, and for each 
subset  of = a, the set  of its successors is contained in = a, then 
= a contains all the natural numbers. 

E. Descript ion abstract ion 

Descript ion abst ract ion is a powerful construct  provided in 
Omega. In the following example it  is used to revert  a teacher-
student  relat ion: 

(any = x  such- that  (Carl is (a Teacher (with student = x)))) 

denotes the set  of individuals for which the predicat ion 

(Carl is (a Teacher (with student = x))) 

is t rue, i.e. all the students of Carl.  
An ex tensive discussion on the inference rules for 

descript ion abstract ion can be found in [At tardi and Simi 81b]. 

F.  Viewpoints 

Reasoning on a knowledge base may often require 
considering different  situat ions, either pertaining to separate 
worlds (real or hypothet ical), or arising because of changes 
over t ime. 
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A viewpoint  capabilit y is provided in Omega to enable the 
deal with such circumstances. For instance to perform the 
diagnosis of a piece of equipment , one might  proceed by a 
method of hypothesize and test . Each hypothesis is asserted in 
a new viewpoint , and its consequences are examined. If the 
consequences are in disagreement  with the observat ions on 
the equipment, then the hypothesis must  be discarded, 
returning to the previous situat ion and select ing a different  
hypothesis. 

The viewpoint  mechanism of Omega relies fully on a logical 
basis. In fact  a viewpoint  is defined as a collect ion of Omega 
assert ions. The facts that  hold in a certain viewpoint  are those 
that  derive logically from the assert ions in the viewpoint  by 
applicat ion of deduct ion rules. 

In the empty viewpoint , containing no assert ions, only facts 
that  are tautologies hold. For this reason it  is called 
tautological viewpoint . A new viewpoint  can be created by 
extending a previous viewpoint with an addit ional assert ion, or 
by combining two viewpoints. As a consequence viewpoints 
form themselves a (tangled) t ree structure, whose root  is the 
tautological viewpoint . 

Every statement is asserted in Omega within a certain 
viewpoint , either implicitely, or explicitely, with the form: 

R is (a Resistor (with working YES)) in test- 3 

III. THE AXIOMATIC THEORY 

An axiomat ic theory of Omega was presented in [At tardi 
and Simi 81b]. in the style of natural deduct ion [Kalish and 
Montague 64]. 

The ax iomat ic theory consists in a set  of axioms defining a 
calculus of descript ions and, in close correspondence, a set of 
axioms defining a calculus of statements. For example the 
t ransit ivity of is has a dual correspondent in the transit ivity of 
the logical implicat ion. 

 
σ1 → σ2, σ2 → σ3  δ1is δ2, δ2 is δ3 

σ1 → σ3  δ1 is δ3 

 
A further set  of ax ioms defines the behaviour of 

att ribut ions, examples of which (omission, st rictness, merging, 
fusing) have been presented. 

The consistency of the Omega logic system has been 
established in [5], together with a result  about  completeness: a 
formula is valid is and only if  it  is a formal theorem. 

Since this logic system is a second order system, and in it  a 
f inite categorical set  of ax ioms can be formulated for the 
natural numbers, this result  may appear to contradict  Gödel 
incompleteness theorem. This difficulty is overcome by using a 
wider class of models then the standard models to interpret  
the formalism [16]. 

IV. THE OMEGA KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Omega is pr imarily a calculus of descript ions. Descript ions 
and the structuring mechanisms embedded in the logic 

(inheritance and at tr ibut ions) can be exploited to build a 
knowledge base organized as a network where each node 
corresponds to a descript ion and links to the is relat ionship. In 
this sect ion we discuss some of the techniques that  are used in 
the implementat ion of an Omega knowledge base. 

A. Classif icat ion 

The Omega knowledge base is arranged as a lat t ice of 
descript ions. The structure of the lat t ice can be exploited in 
several ways: as an eff icient  access path to descript ions, and 
as a structure to be explored during reasoning and search. 

A major goal of the implementat ion has been to design the 
structure of the latt ice so that  operat ions like classif icat ion of 
new descript ions, access to descript ions, and select ion of 
statements that  are applicable during deduct ion can all be 
performed exploit ing the same structure. 

Another characterist ic of the implementat ion is to provide 
means to attach to the lat t ice objects which are external to the 
Omega system, thereby providing ways to interface Omega to 
ex ternal data bases, or to the underlying Lisp system. 

The latt ice of classif icat ion is designed to contain all kinds 
of Omega descript ions, from atomic individuals, to instance 
descript ions with individual at tr ibute values to statement 
containing variables. The inclusion of statements with variables 
in the lat t ice enables to overcome the lim itat ions of t radit ional 
semant ic networks, which can only represent  specif ic facts and 
not  general ones, i.e. universally quant ified assert ions. 
1) Classif icat ion algorithm 

The classif icat ion algorithm is invoked when a new 
descript ion has to be inserted in the latt ice. 

The formal semant ics of Omega [5] defines the is 
relat ionship between descript ions. 

The problem of determining subsumpt ion, and therefore 
the is relat ionship, is undecidable in Omega and complex  in 
any language with a signif icant  expressive power [9]. 

Therefore the classif icat ion algorithm implemented rest ricts 
the attent ion to that  part  of the is relat ion which is explicitely 
represented by links or paths in the latt ice and which is 
induced by a few structural propert ies of descript ions. 

Direct  access points in the network are available to reach 
individual constants and the most generic representat ive of 
instance descript ions with the same concept  (the one with no 
at tr ibut ions). For instance, when t rying to locate (a Man (with 
dog Fido)), one starts from the node (a man) which is direct ly 
accessible through the concept "man". 

The most interest ing task of the classif icat ion algorithm is 
the classif icat ion of instance descript ions. To classify an 
instance descript ion δ, the classificat ion algorithm starts from 

the descript ion, which is direct ly accessible from the concept 
name of δ and searches the lat t ice downward. For each child s 

of this descript ion, a test  is done to determine whether s is 
more general then δ (i.e. δ is s). In part icular, given two 

instance descript ions: 

(a C [att r1 δ1] [att r2 δ2] [att r3 δ3])2 

                                                           
2 The notat ion [at tr  δ] is an abbreviat ion for (with- unique at tr  δ) 
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(a C [at tr1 δ4] [at tr3 δ5]) 

we can prove that  

(a C [att r1 δ1] [att r2 δ2] [att r3 δ3]) is (a C [at tr1 δ4] [att r3 
δ5])  

if  the following holds: 

δ1 is δ4 
δ3 is δ5 

that  is, if  two instance descript ions are compared during the 
classif icat ion process, the corresponding att ribute values are 
also compared, according to the monotonicity of att ribut ions. 

If  (δ is s) is not  true, then none of the children of s could be 
more specific than δ either, so it  remains just  to consider 
whether the opposite is relat ion holds between s and δ, so that  
δ could be classif ied as a parent  of s. On the other hand, if  (δ is 
s), we recursively classify δ under s. 

Since in general a descript ion might  have several children, a 
simple- minded classificat ion algorithm would have to search 
through all the children in some order and since a descript ion 
could be a child (or a parent) of more than one descript ion, all 
children will have to be considered. 

This is a potent ial source of combinator ial explosion. 
Therefore we have devised a schema by which children of an 
instance descript ion are ordered in such a way that  the path to 
an already exist ing descript ion (or to the place in which to 
insert  a new descript ion) can be determined without  
backtracking. 
2) Statements with var iables 

We describe the technique that  is used to let  descript ions 
containing variables appear similar to other descript ions, so 
that  they can be classif ied and dealt sim ilar ly to ordinary 
descript ions. 

A predicat ion statement is represented by classifying it s 
subject  and predicate "at  the right  place" in the latt ice, and 
connect ing the two parts by an is link. 

Suppose we have 

δ1[= x ] is δ2[= x] 

the right  place to put  δ1[= x ] in the lat t ice is where 
δ1[Something] would appear, so that  it  can be reached and 

instant iated moving upwards in the latt ice from descript ions 
below it , i.e. from less general descr ipt ions. 

With a similar argument  the r ight  place for δ2[= x] is where 
δ2[Nothing] would go.3 

The advantage of this solut ion is that  the unif icat ion 
process can be split  in two parts: half of the job is done by the 
classif icat ion algorithm which places a descript ion containing 
variables connected only to those descript ions which can 
possibly match it , the second part  is the instant iat ion of 
variables with suitable values, which is done when t raversing 
the lat t ice in either direct ion. 

                                                           
3 Actually the construct ion of the descript ion to classify is 
slight ly more complex , in the sense that  one has to take into 
account  whether the variable appears inside some negat ion. 

As an example, consider descript ion δ1[δ] which would 
appear in the latt ice as a descendant of δ1[= x ]. When we ask 
for a parent  of δ1[δ], the descript ion  δ1[= x] is encountered, 
and this causes = x to be instant iated with δ and the 
descript ion δ2[δ] to be returned. 

With this schema unificat ion is not  used for select ing among 
applicable rules but  just  to instant iate an applicable rule. 

The ability to handle statements with var iables means for 
instance that  Prolog clauses can be direct ly mapped to Omega 
predicat ions with variables. A backward chaining strategy 
suitable for emulat ion of Prolog in Omega is expressed quite 
easily. 

Composite statements 
In Omega composite statements can be built  using the 

tradit ional logical operators (∧, ∨, … )  start ing from the 

elementary is predicat ion. A calculus of statements is 
ax iomat ized side by side with the calculus of descript ions. 

We will define a sort  of canonical form for statements 
(similar to clausal form of f irst  order predicate calculus) and 
discuss how a statement expressed in this form can be 
assimilated in the network. 

The theoret ical results presented here const itute a 
necessary step towards the construct ion of the knowledge 
base. 

Definit ion: NotEmpty[δ] ↔ ∃ i. Individual[i] ∧ i is δ 

Lemma: ¬ (δ1 is δ2) ↔ NotEmpty[δ1 and  not  δ2] 

Given that  not  corresponds to set complement and and to 
set  intersect ion this is a rather obvious set  theoret ic statement. 
What  is relevant  here is that  logical negat ion can be expressed 
in terms of the descript ion operators (not  and and) plus the 
ex istent ial quant ifier. 

Theorem : 
Each Omega statement  can be reduced to the following 

canonical form: 

σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ …  ∧ σk- 1 → σk 

where each σi is an elementary predicat ion of the form (δ1 is 

δ2) or a NotEmpty predicate. 

A statement of the form 

σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ ... ∧ σk- 1 → δ1 is δ2 

Will be assimilated in the network of descript ions as follows. 
The two nodes corresponding to δ1 and  δ2 will be connected 

by a special condit ional link (is- cond) whose associated 
condit ions will be the statements σ1, σ2, ... σk- 1. The meaning 

is that  the link can be followed only if we are able to ver ify the 
associated condit ions, which in turn are elementary is 
predicat ions or NotEmpty predicates. 

In addit ion NotEmpty[δ] can be asserted by int roducing a 
fake individual connected by an is link to δ and checked by 
searching for some individual start ing from δ and following is 

links downwards. 
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B. Taxonomic Reasoning 

Taxonomic reasoning is a deduct ion process based on 
t raversal of the lat t ice of descript ions. 

Algorithms for taxonomic reasoning rely upon the st ructure 
built  by the classif icat ion. 

As a tr ivial example of taxonomic reasoning, we can 
consider the classical syllogism: 

(a Man) is (a Mortal) Socrates is (a Man) 

The three descript ions will be linked in the lat t ice with one 
another, and to determine whether Socrates is a mortal, two 
links must  be traversed to determine the ex istence of a path 
between the two descript ions. 

It  has been argued in [Aït - Kaci and Nasr 85] that  integrat ion 
of such kind of connect ion can be very beneficial also in a 
t radit ional into a logic programming system in terms of 
improved eff iciency due to a signif icant  reduct ion in the 
number of resolut ion/ unificat ion steps. 

In our approach, since not  only constant  terms, but  also 
assert ions with variables are arranged in the st ructure of the 
latt ice, all deduct ions can be performed in this way, without  
need for full unif icat ion, just  by a process of lat t ice 
t raversal/ marking/ instant iat ion. 

C.  Metalevel and deduct ion strategies 

Taxonomic reasoning provides one level of deduct ive 
capabilit ies for Omega. 

Since problem- solving methods often are to be tailored to 
the specific applicat ion, in Omega they may be programmed by 
writ ing strategies. 

Strategies are procedural mechanisms that  are at tached to 
statements or classes of statements. 

To be able to handle knowledge about strategies, Omega is 
provided with a meta- level capabilit y [Attardi- Simi 1984]. The 
syntact ical ent it ies of the Omega language, like constants, 
instance descript ions or predicat ions can be referred to in 
Omega itself. For instance the descript ion: 

(d1 and  d2) 

can be referred as: 

(an And (with- unique arg1 d1) (with- unique arg2 d2)) 

or, with a short - hand notat ion, as: 

↑(d1 and d2) 

Strategies are expressed as att ribut ions of statement 
descript ions, as in the following example: 

↑(= d is (= d1 and  = d2)) 

     is (a Predicat ion (with backward- strategy 
     '(let  ((at tempt (new- at tempt))) 
   (goal ↑(= d is = d1) at tempt))  

 (goal ↑(= d is = d2) at tempt))) 

The above meta- level statement says that  one st rategy 
which can be applied when the goal is to prove a statement of 
the form "d is (d1 and  d2)", is to generate a single at tempt to 
prove the two dist inct  subgoals that  (d is d1) and (d is d2). 

This is just  one strategy that  can be applied to solve 
inheritance problems, and in fact , exploit ing the fact that  with 
at tr ibut ions can have mult iple values, we can also add the 
following st rategy: 

↑(= d1 is = d2) 

     is (a Predicat ion (with backward- strategy 
      (foreach d' being the son of = d2 

   (goal ↑ (= d1 is d') (new- at tempt))))) 

which would generate one at tempt for each child d' of d2 to 
prove the subgoal that  (d1 is d '). 

The two strategies above are all that  is necessary to 
simulate the backward chaining deduct ive strategy of Prolog. A 
Prolog program can be translated into Omega in a 
straight forward way and then executed according to the above 
strategy.  

This part icular st rategy is the only one which is provided by 
Prolog. This strategy works well in all situat ions where for 
instance an exhaust ive search of the space of solut ion is 
desired. In many other cases though this may not  be the best 
strategy. 

D. Metalevel and Viewpoints 

The following is a strategy corresponding to the axiom of 
implicat ion int roduct ion which is interest ing since it  involves 
hypotethical reasoning. Informally it  can be formulated as 
follows: 

if you want to prove "σ1 → σ2", assume σ1 and prove σ2. 

The corresponding strategy can be expressed as: 

↑ (= s1 → = s2)  is 

    (a Statement 
         (with backward- strategy 
           '(let  ((nvp (create- viewpoint )) 
   (at tempt (new- at tempt))) 
             (vp- goto nvp) 
             (assert  = s1) 
             (goal = s2 at tempt))))) 

The hypothet ical assumpt ion = s1 is formulated here in a 
new viewpoint  nvp, which is a son of the viewpoint  where the 
goal was tackled. If = s2 is proved in nvp, then the original goal 
succeds, and one returns to the original viewpoint , where = s1 
is no longer visible. 

In the implementat ion of Omega, each statement is tagged 
with the viewpoint  to which it  belongs, and is visible only from 
descendant viewpoints. To obtain adequate eff iciency in 
dealing with viewpoints, viewpoints are implemented using a 
bit  array representat ion for sets. Each bit  however, rather then 
represent a single assert ion, represents a collect ion of 
assert ions describing the incremental difference between a 
parent  and son viewpoint . 
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V. AN EXAMPLE OF DIAGNOSYS 

To illustrate the use and the reasoning capabilit ies of the 
system, we present  in this sect ion a small prototype of expert  
system for the diagnosis of hardware.  

We will consider a very simple device, namely a hair- dryer. 
Let  us describe how a hair- dryer works.  First  we describe 

its internal structure, and admissible values for all its 
components and at tr ibutes. 

A. Structure 

A hair- dryer consists of a power cable, a three- posit ion 
power switch, a fan and a resistor. Each of these components 
will be described in turn. We use the notat ion "[att r δ]" as an 
abbreviat ion for "(with- unique att r δ)". 

 (a Dryer) is (a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable)] 
   (Ass. 1) 

             [switch (a Switch)] 
      [fan (a Fan)] 
      [resistor (a Resistor)]) 
        (a Power- cable) is (a Power- cable [working (YES or 

NO)]   (Ass. 2)                                 [status 
(plugged or unplugged)]) 

    (a Switch) is (a Switch [working (YES or NO)] 
   (Ass. 3) 

         [status (off or 1 or 2)]) 
(a Fan) is (a Fan [working (YES or NO)]  

   (Ass. 4) 
          [status (spinning or (not  spinning))]) 
(a Resistor) is (a Resistor [working (YES or  NO)] 

   (Ass. 5) 
           [status (hot  or cool)]) 
Note that  a statement like: 

(a Dryer) is (a Dryer ... 

provides a mean to assert  propert ies valid for all dryers. 

B. Interrelat ions 

The proper working of each of the parts of the dryer 
depends on the working of other components. 

What  we describe here is just  the proper behavior of the 
system, not  all it s possible misbehaviors.  We consider more 
convenient  to describe what is known of the internal working 
of the system, rather than trying to formulate all possible 
condit ions of fault  in the system. 

Many expert systems for diagnosis do instead represent 
explicitely the informat ion about faults, and how sympthoms 
are related to a fault  or to other sympthoms. Trying to 
const ruct  such intercausal relat ionships turns out  to be the 
most diff icult  task in building an expert  system for diagnosis. 

In our approach, this informat ion is deduced by the system, 
which reasons about  its model of the working of the system, 
and draws conclusions about  possible sources of fault . This 
approach follows more closely the approach that  an engineer 
would apply in t rying to find the cause of a fault . 

(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 

            [switch (a Switch [working YES] [status (1 or 2)])]     
[fan (a Fan [working YES])])    is (Ass. 6) 

  (a Dryer [fan (a Fan [status spinning])]) 
 (a Dryer [fan (a Fan [status spinning])])    is  

      
  (Ass. 7) 

            [switch (a Switch [working YES] [status (1 or 2)])] 
    [fan (a Fan [working YES])]) 

(a Dryer [switch (a Switch [working YES] [status off])])    is
      
    (Ass. 8) 

  (a Dryer [fan (a Fan [status (not spinning)])]) 
 (a Dryer [switch (a Switch [working YES] [status (off or 1)])])     

is      
    (Ass. 9) 

  (a Dryer [resistor (a Resistor [status cool])]) 
 (a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 

plugged])]  [switch (a Switch [working YES] [status 2])] 
 [resistor (a Resistor [working YES])])    is 
      
   (Ass. 10) 

  (a Dryer [resistor (a Resistor [status hot ])]) 

C. Invest igat ion 

We wish to discover the fault  in a dryer which blows air but 
does not  produce heat . 

We will ask whether a dryer like that  can ex ist : 

(is- there? 
       (a Dryer 

 [power- cable 
   (a Power- cable [status plugged] [working = pw])] 

            [switch (a Switch [status 2] [working = sw])] 
            [fan (a Fan [status spinning] [working = fw])] 
            [resistor (a Resistor [status cool] [working = rw])])) 

If such a dryer can ex ist , the query will f ind values for the 
variables = pw, = sw, = fw, and = rw, which describe the working 
condit ion of all components of such dryer. 

D. Strategy 

Our strategy for f inding what is wrong with our dryer will be 
the following. First , we collect all we know about  this dryer, 
gathering all informat ion we have about  dryers. 

This is done by taxonomic reasoning, by exploring the 
inheritance network and merging all informat ion that  is so 
collected. 

This effect  is provided by the basic query strategy is- there?. 
As a result  of this st rategy, some variables present  in the query 
can receive a value. 

The second step will be to simplify as much as possible the 
descript ions obtained, applying algebraic propert ies of 
descript ions. 

E. Finding the solut ion 

We will follow here the above strategy. The deduct ive steps 
that  we obtain are the following: 
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(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working = pw] [status 
plugged])] 

             [switch (a Switch [working = sw] [status 2])]             
[fan (a Fan [working = fw] [status spinning])] 

             [resistor (a Resistor [working = rw] [status cool])]) 

   is      
    (by Axiom of Dropping) (a 
Dryer [fan (a Fan [working = fw] [status spinning])]) 

   is      
    (by assert ion 7) 

 (a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])]             [switch (a Switch [working YES] [status (1 
or 2)]) 

   is      
    (from assert ion 5) 

 (a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 

             [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]             
[fan (a Fan [working YES] [status spinning])] 

             [resistor (a Resistor [working (YES or NO)] [status 
cool])]) 

F. Simplif icat ion 

We can now simplify the descript ion we have obtained so far 
of our dryer. The simplificat ion rules are those deriving from 
the ax ioms of Omega. For instance, we know that : 

(individual- 1 and individual- 2) is Nothing  

since the intersect ion of two singletons consist ing of 
different  individuals is the empty set . Similarly: 

(Nothing or δ) is δ 

According to the axiom of st rictness of att ribut ions, if  the 
value of an at tr ibut ion is Nothing, then the whole descript ion is 
Nothing. 

(a Dryer [power- cable Nothing]) is Nothing 

Also we can dist ribute an or over at tributes like in: 

(a Resistor [working (YES or NO)]) same  ((a Resistor 
[working YES]) or (a Resistor [working NO])) 

Start ing with the descript ion obtained so far, simplif icat ion 
proceeds by applying the st rategy of split  by cases. Formally 
such strategy consists in dist ribut ing the descript ion (YES or 
NO), obtaining: 

(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 

             [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]             
[fan (a Fan [working YES] [status spinning])] 
             [resistor (a Resistor [working YES] [status cool])]) or 
(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 
             [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]             
[fan (a Fan [working YES] [status spinning])] 
             [resistor (a Resistor [working NO] [status cool])]) 

Analyzing the two parts separately we obtain: 

1. (a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] 
[status plugged])] 

                [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]                
[fan (a Fan [working YES] 

 [status spinning])] 

                [resistor (a Resistor [working YES] [status cool])]) 

   Applying similar steps involving assert ion 5, this 
descript ion reduces to: 

(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 

                [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]                
[fan (a Fan [working YES] 

 [status spinning])] 

                [resistor (a Resistor [working YES] [status (hot  and 
cool)])]) 

which further reduces to: 

(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 

                [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])] 
                [fan (a Fan [working YES] [status spinning])] 

                      [resistor (a Resistor [working YES] [status 
Nothing])]) 

   i.e. 

   Nothing 

 2. (a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] 
[status plugged])] 

                [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]                
[fan (a Fan [working YES] 

 [status spinning])] 
                [resistor (a Resistor [working NO] 
                [status cool])]) 

When put t ing back the two parts, the first  one, which is 
Nothing will vanish, leaving just  the following result : 

(a Dryer [power- cable (a Power- cable [working YES] [status 
plugged])] 
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             [switch (a Switch [working YES [status 2])]             
[fan (a Fan [working YES] [status spinning])] 

             [resistor (a Resistor [working NO] [status cool])]) 

  The variables present  in the query have been suitably 
instant iated during this process, therefore the answer is: 

= pw: YES = sw: YES = fw: YES = rw: NO 

It  is interest ing to note that  if we t ranslated the above 
problem in Prolog, we would get  something l ike this: 

Dryer (_c, _s, _f, _r) :-  IsCable(_c), IsSwitch(_s), IsFan(_f), 
IsResistor(_r), CableSwitchFan (_c, _s, _f), 

CableSwitchResistor(_c, _f, _r) 

IsCable(cable(_w, _s)) :-  YesNo(_w), Plug (_s) 
IsSwitch(switch(_w, _s)) :-  YesNo(_w), Pos (_s) 
IsFan(fan(_w, _s)) :-  YesNo(_w), Spin (_s) 
IsResistor(resistor(_w, _s)) :-  YesNo(_w), Temp (_s) 

YesNo(YES) :-  
 YesNo(NO) :-  
Plug(plugged) :-  
Plug (not- plugged) :-  
Pos(0) :-  
Pos (1) :-  
Pos (2) :-  
Spin(spinning) :-  
Spin (not- spinning) :-  
Temp(hot ) :-  
Temp (cool) :-  

CableSwitchFan(cable(YES, plugged), switch(YES, 1), 
fan (YES, spinning)) :-  

CableSwitchFan(cable(YES, plugged), switch (YES, 2), 
fan (YES, spinning)) :-  

CableSwitchFan(_c, switch(YES, 0), fan(_w, not - spinning)) :-  
CableSwitchResistor(_c, switch(YES, 0), resistor(_w, cool)) :-  
CableSwitchResistor(_c, switch(YES, 1), resistor(_w, cool)) :-  
CableSwitchResistor(cable (YES, plugged), switch(YES, 2), 
resistor(YES, hot )) :-  

If  we ask the following quest ion: 

:-  Dryer(cable(_cw, plugged), switch(_sw, 2), fan(_fw, 
spinning), resistor(_rw, cool)) 

the Prolog interpreter will not  be able to reach a conclusion 
because it  is unable to perform a case analysis on the possible 
values for the att ribute "working" of the resistor. This is due to 
the fact  that  negat ive informat ion cannot be represented and 
used in the Horn clause logic of Prolog. 

Further examples the use of Omega in the construct ion of 
expert  systems are reported in [At tardi et  al. 1985a, Attardi et  
al. 1985b]. 

An implementat ion of the Omega system as described in 
this paper has been done on a Symbolics Lisp Machine, in the 
framework of ESPRIT project  P440. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have argued in favor of a logic with st ructuring 
capabilit ies and about problem oriented deduct ion strategies 
in order to manage the complex ity, as opposed to other 
approaches where the expressiveness of  language is reduced 
or where formal propert ies of the system are not  provided. 

Omega is a formal calculus of descript ions, which offers 
such st ructuring capabilit ies.  We discussed how, exploit ing 
such features of the logic, knowledge can suitably be arranged 
in a network so that  algorithms can be devised to perform 
taxonomic reasoning.  Deduct ion strategies can be defined at 
the metalevel in order to be tailored to the problem. 
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